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Pancreatic cancer organoid-screening captures
personalizedsensitivity andchemoresistancesuppression
upon cytochrome P450 3A5-targeted inhibition

Meritxell B. Cutrona,1,4,* Jing Wu,1 Ka Yang,2 Junmin Peng,2,3 and Taosheng Chen1,4,*
SUMMARY

Cytochrome P450 3A5 (CYP3A5) has been proposed as a predictor of therapy response in subtypes of
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cancer (PDAC). To validate CYP3A5 as a therapeutic target, we devel-
oped a high-content image organoid-based screen to quantify the phenotypic responses to the selective
inhibition of CYP3A5 enzymatic activity by clobetasol propionate (CBZ), using a cohort of PDAC-derived
organoids (PDACOs). The chemoresistance of PDACOs to a panel of standard-of-care drugs, alone or in
combinationwith CBZ, was investigated. PDACOpharmaco-profiling revealed CBZ to have anti-cancer ac-
tivity that was dependent on the CYP3A5 level. In addition, CBZ restored chemo-vulnerability to cisplatin
in a subset of PDACOs. A correlative proteomic analysis established that CBZ caused the suppression of
multiple cancer pathways sustained by or associatedwith amutant formof p53. Limiting the active pool of
CYP3A5 enables targeted and personalized therapy to suppress pro-oncogenic mechanisms that fuel che-
moresistance in some PDAC tumors.

INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), the most prevalent and aggressive malignancy of the pancreas, is expected to become the sec-

ond deadliest cancer in less than two decades.1 PDAC is characterized by a dismal prognosis fueled by the high incidence and rapid acqui-

sition of resistance to cytotoxic chemotherapy.2,3 The persistent treatment failure calls for intensifying drug-discovery programs.4 However,

high-throughput screening (HTS) campaigns conducted in two-dimensional (2D) PDAC cultures have been demonstrated to be ineffica-

cious,5,6 indicating that cellular models better suited to recapitulating disease phenotypes in vitro may be more appropriate for screening

drugs.7 The use of advanced cellular models of cancer, such as tumor organoids,8–10 has started to redirect HTS toward precision and person-

alized medicine.11–16 PDAC-derived organoids or PDACOs,17 which are established from adult stem cells obtained from biopsies and surgi-

cally resected tumors,18–20 retain key phenotypic aspects and functional features of the parental tumor.4,16,21,22 Head-to-head comparisons of

the drug response in PDACO models vs. patient clinical outcomes have shown a close correlation between the two,4,23,24 highlighting the

translational power of these models in preclinical testing setups.

The stratification of patient-derived tumor organoids according to molecular signatures4,21,25 has proved useful for assessing chemo-

therapy regimens on a per-patient basis and for nominating alternative treatment options. A member of the cytochrome P450 family 3A

(CYP3A), CYP3A5, is highly expressed in exocrine-like PDACs,26 which correlates with the high expression rates reported in PDAC cellular

models.27 This heme-containing mono-oxygenase is involved in metabolizing xenobiotic substances such as chemotherapeutics.28 Accord-

ingly, it was proposed that enhanced CYP3A5 expression caused the inactivation of CYP3A5-metabolized drugs within tumor cells, engaging

a mechanism for cancer cell–autonomous clearance of drugs and resistance thereto.26 Consequently, limiting CYP3A5 activity in cancer cells

may alleviate chemoresistance to at least a subset of therapeutics.

To explore the possibility of targeting CYP3A5 in PDAC, a selective inhibitor of CYP3A5 is needed. Recently, our laboratory identified clo-

betasol propionate (CBZ) as an enzymatic inhibitor that selectively binds and targets CYP3A5.27,29 Although, CBZ is an FDA-approved anti-

mycotic drug,30 and has been utilized in drug repurposing studies directed at evaluating remyelination in the context of multiple sclerosis,31

the therapeutical potential of CBZ as anti-PDAC drug has not been explored yet. In the present study, we established a PDACO-driven high-

content screening (HCS) platform to interrogate and dissect the therapeutic benefit of the chemical inhibition of CYP3A5 by using high-con-

tent imaging (HCI). Here, we show that CYP3A5 is druggable in ex vivo tumor models derived from patients and that high levels of CYP3A5

protein correspond to CBZ vulnerability in a subset of PDACOs. As patient-derived organoid platforms are of high interest for the develop-

ment of drug-repurposing strategies to identify previously unknown vulnerabilities that will enable de novo therapy-induced organoid killing
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Figure 1. HCI-based morpho-profiling and pharmaco-profiling of PDACOs

(A) Oncoplot of our cohort of PDACO and OL models. The full list of mutations can be found in Table S1.

(B) Schematic indicating the PDACO-HCS workflow for 3D growth, drug treatment, fixation, staining, automated confocal imaging, and extraction of morpho-

phenotypes from individual organoids formed in 96-well or 384-well plates. An HCI regimen was selected to ensure a cost-effective capture of organoid

information in the heterogeneous cohort of PDACOs utilizing a 403 water immersion (WI) objective.
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Figure 1. Continued

(C) The images illustrate the preserved 3D spherical architecture of organoids after fixation. On-the-fly MIP images supported the segmentation of details from

individual organoids and cells. Scale bars are 50 mm and 10 mm (inset).

(D) Confocal images from nine fields of view (FOVs) stitched together to display PDACOmorpho-phenotypes across our cohort. The collection comprises lines of

organoids bearing a unique central lumen (e.g., cystic morphology) and lines with filled or multiple lumina, solid or absent lumina, or a mixture of the different

architectures. Actin is stained yellow, nuclei are stained blue. An example of a segmentation mask of organoid MIPs applied to nine FOVs is included. PDM,

patient-derived model. Scale bars are 328 mm. More detail on PDACO-specific architectural features can be observed in Figure S1.

(E) Stacked bar chart showing the percentage of organoids for each organoid size rank in each population of PDACOs in the unperturbed condition. Frequency

profiles at 3 and 10 days of culture are shown. The profiles feature the abundance of each organoid size rank, defined by the number of nuclei detected in every

organoid MIP (small, <11 nuclei; medium, <43 nuclei; large,R43 nuclei; see Figure S1A). The definition of ranks is based on a fixed term of arbitrary cell division

(e.g., 24 h). Violin plots show organoid sizes in PDACO cultures over time, based on the average area of the organoid MIPs (in mm2) extracted from individual

organoids. The violin plots display the MIP sizes as the median and quartiles, using a log10 scale. The heatmap depicts the linear regression analysis of the

area and the number of nuclei of MIPs. R-squared values greater than 0.95 are indicated (violet). Most of the cystic PDACOs fitted into the regression model.

NORG = 4399 (at 3 days old), NORG = 3605 (at 10 days old); data are pooled from quadruplicate wells in a 96-well plate.

(F) Classification of PDACOs as small, medium, or large based on demography plots extracted from the frequency profiles and calculation of the area under the

curve (AUC), see Figure S1B. The AUC values were used as demography scores. NORG = 4963 (dataset from three independent experiments after 10 days of 3D

growth).

(G) Heatmap visualization of PDACO therapy response, including models derived from primary tumors (PTs) or metastatic sites (PMs) and implemented with

organoid-like cultures (OLs). Values are row z-scored changes in MIP for each drug, calculated from normalization to DMSO for the respective PDACOs.

Cumulative effects of individual chemotherapeutics (chemo) and PDACOs are included. Resistance scores (positive, R, in red) and sensitivity scores (negative,

S, in blue) are indicated. MIP size was determined by batch image analysis. The screening plates included well replicates for DMSO and positive controls.

NORG/OL = 8579.
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by drug combination,32 we sought to test whether the inhibition of CYP3A5 could overcome chemoresistance to some drugs using our HCS

approach. By applying a drug combinatorial screen for a list of standard-of-care chemotherapeutics and using CBZ as an anchor, we uncov-

ered an effective, actionable sensitivity to cisplatin. A correlative proteomics analysis revealed that the PDACO response to CBZ occurs via the

blockade of cancer cell maintenance pathways and points to functional crosstalk, at least with the G105R mutant version of p53. Our study

unlocks the potential of personalized treatment for PDAC by targeting CYP3A5 via CBZ.
RESULTS

High-content screening captures inter-patient and intra-patient pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cancer-derived

organoids heterogeneity in the unperturbed state

To enable HCI screening in PDACOs, we established a protocol for miniaturizing extracellular matrix (ECM)-embedded cultures of pancreatic

cancer organoids19 by adapting a pipeline previously validated in a colon carcinoma spheroid model.33 We assessed the morphology of 11

primary PDACO lines34 derived from primary tumors or from metastatic sites and carrying different oncogenic mutations (Figure 1A and

Table S1). Our all-in-one approach (Figure 1B) was ideated to support the quantitative image-based profiling of patient-derived models

(PDMs) in the steady state or after perturbation by drugs. To extract morphometric information from the entire population of organoids

generated in each well, two features were used as a proxy for organoid size: the area of themaximum intensity projection (MIP) of the organo-

ids and the demographic stratification of the population in categories based on the organoid size as ranked by the number of nuclei within the

MIP (Figure 1C, S1A and S1B).

Organoid cultures in ECM exhibited substantial intra-PDACO heterogeneity with respect to individual organoid sizes (Figure 1D). There-

fore, we assessed whether our organoid readouts supported inter-PDACO comparisons. We analyzed the demographic profiles of the orga-

noid size categories at the population level (Figure 1E). After 3 days in culture, there was a clear over-representation of small organoids or

clusters of a few cells in all PDACO sets. At 10 days, the representation of organoids with medium or large numbers of nuclei within the

MIP increased within each PDACO population (Figure 1E). These data indicated that all lines retained their proliferative state in our three-

dimensional (3D) culture multi-well plate assay. The 10-day PDACO lines were rank-ordered by size from small to large by integrating the

demographic data (Figure 1F and S1B), which corresponded well with the average MIP areas for each PDACO population (Figure 1E; violin

plots), as verified across independent experiments (Figure S1C). Morphological differences of PDACOs in the unperturbed state were

observed by the visualization of higher magnification images (Figures S1D, S1E, and S1F), suggesting PDACO-specific signature architectural

features at the organoid level. Our HCI-based survey of PDACO sizes confirmed that there was considerable size heterogeneity at the inter-

PDACO and intra-PDACO levels and validated our morphometric readouts for inter-patient comparisons of PDACOs in the unperturbed

state.
Patient-specific responses to chemotherapeutics in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cancer-derived organoids and

organoid-like models

We used the MIP area as the primary measurement for assessing PDACO responses to drug perturbations and for establishing organoid

growth vulnerabilities. To test the sensitivity of our HCI assay, we selected a list of FDA-approved drugs used in chemotherapy (neoadjuvant,

adjuvant, or targeted) of PDAC (Table S2) or other gastrointestinal cancers. To exclude general drug toxicity effects and to score the
iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024 3
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Figure 2. Suppression of 3D growth via CBZ responds to CYP3A5 expression in a PDACO-dependent and dose-dependent manner

(A and B) Visualization and quantitative characterization of the response to 30 mMCBZ in AsPC-1, 3A5�/�, and H6c7OLs (see Figure S2). Representative images of

nine FOVs showing response to CBZ in parental AsPC-1 OLs. Scale bar: 328 mm. Data in the bar chart show organoid MIP size as the mean G SEM of

measurements in triplicate from 96-well plates. *p < 0.02; n.s., not significant by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Total

NOL = 446.

(C) Row z-scored changes in average MIP area with CBZ or KET normalized to DMSO treatment from primary screening show PDACO-specific responses to the

selective inhibition of CYP3A5or pan-inhibition of CYP3A.MIP sizewas determinedby batch image analysis. NORG$DMSO= 1359;NORG$CBZ= 1774;NORG$KET= 2323.

(D) Immunoblot showing the basal levels of CYP3A5 in PDACOs and OLs. Immunoblots indicating CYP3A5 induction after exposure to CBZ are included in

Figure S3.

(E) Quantitative characterization of the CBZ response in PDACOs and OLs across independent experiments. The measurements were extracted from an

independent validation experiment (with quadruplicate wells) and pooled with organoid data from the primary screening obtained by supervised

segmentation. NORG = 10743. The histograms report the average fold change in organoid MIP area (mean G SEM) after treatment with 30 mM CBZ. DMSO

control bars for each line are shown in gray to illustrate the organoid shrinkage that occurred in lines treated with CBZ (bars in color). Quantitative

classification of the organoid shrinkage response by tiers of residual MIP defines sensitivity as major (%25% residual MIP), minor (up to 50%), or mild (%70%),

as compared with resistant or non-responder organoids (R70% residual MIP). ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001 **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; n.s., not significant (by

Mann–Whitney test).

(F) Scatterplot of z-scores for organoid responses to CBZ of PDACO andOLs compared to normalized levels of CYP3A5 protein at the basal level as quantified by

immunoblot analysis. Protein levels were normalized to PDM30 to enable comparison across the set. R-squared of regression analysis (R) = 0.1 (p< 0.28). The inset

shows the same analysis for the PDM24/38/30 subset and OL controls. Spearman correlation (Rsp) =�1 (p < 0.02) and R-squared of regression analysis (R) = 0.97

(p < 0.002). Resistance scores (R, in red) and sensitivity scores (S, in blue) are indicated. See Figures S4A and S4B for comparison.

(G) AUC scores extracted from datasets pooled together (Figure 2E), depict the response to CBZ for collectives of organoids. All PDACO lines responded. The

effect on the PDM24/38/30 subset shows proportionality with the levels of CYP3A5 protein, with PDM24 displaying 16% modification relative to the original

population structure, followed by 49% in PDM38 and 67% in PDM30.

(H) Representative confocal images of nine FOVs illustrating the pharmaco-typing of CBZ in PDM24 (a hyposensitive PDACO with low levels of CYP3A5), as

compared with PDM30 (a hypersensitive PDACO with the highest levels of CYP3A5) or PDM38 which also displayed sensitivity to CBZ in a dose-response

manner. Insets show individual segmented organoids in pseudo-color. Scale bar: 328 mm.

(I) Demography profiles tracking the major responsiveness of PDM30 to CBZ across increasing dosages of this compound. PDM30 demography profile shows

statistical significance (p < 0.0001 by Chi-square test of equal frequences).

(J) Dose–response (DR) analysis for CBZ and full PDACO cohort (Figure S4A), using FC values on organoid MIPs plotted as the meanG SEM from three technical

replicates in 96-well plates. NORG = 11524. Fitting curves and CBZ IC50 were calculated with MIPs normalized to DMSO and across the CBZ DR range. The

rightmost panel displays a segment of the fitting curves comprised between 15 mM and 30 mM CBZ dosages for the stratification of the PDACO with respect

to their response to CBZ.
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responsiveness of the organoids, we grew the normal duct epithelial cell line H6c735 as organoid-like cultures (hereafter referred as to OLs).

Likewise, we included parental AsPC-136 cells and two CYP3A5 knockout (KO) (3A5�/�) cell lines27 grown as OLs (Figures S2A and S2B). The

overall aim was to represent a well-characterized PDAC cell line that expressed high levels of CYP3A5 and its KO counterparts as respective

reporters of the opposing potential contributions of CYP3A5 to chemoresistance.

All PDACOs and OLs were grown for 3 days in 384-well plates and treated with the panel of drugs at a single concentration for 7 days

(Figure 1B and Table S2). The in vitro therapy response (Figure 1G) revealed patient-specific patterns of sensitivity to individual drugs.

Such profiles displayed no correspondence with the original tumor type (e.g., primary tumor [PT] vs. primary metastasis [PM]) or organoid

size (Spearman’s R = �0.13; see in Figure S4), suggesting the involvement of molecular determinants. Quantitative cumulative scores showed

that approximately 60% of the drugs tested failed to elicit a sensitive response in organoids. Erlotinib, leucovorin, capecitabin, and cisplatin

ranked as the top chemoresistance agents. Similarly, 45% of the PDACOs, such as the PT PDACOs PDM24/41/36 and the PM PDACOs

PDM106/179, displayed major resistance to treatments. The H6c7 OLs did not respond to chemotherapeutics. The 3A5�/� OLs showed

higher rates of insensitivity when compared with the AsPC-1 OLs (Figure 1G), suggesting that ablating CYP3A5 protected the cells from

the action of the chemotherapeutics. Our results highlight the fidelity of our PDACO-HCS workflow in capturing inter-patient heterogeneous

responses to drugs in primary organoid and OLmodels, enabling rapid pharmaco-profiling and confirming that drug sensitivity can vary on a

per-patient basis.

Clobetasol propionate inhibits pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cancer-derived organoids growth in a cytochrome P450

3A5 level–dependent and patient-specific manner

We took advantage of the genetic ablation of CYP3A5 in the AsPC-1 cellular background to assess whether the biological effects of chemical

inhibition by CBZ could be ascribed specifically to the loss of function of CYP3A5. The AsPC-1 OLs showed 3D growth vulnerability to CBZ,

whereas the 3A5�/� OLs displayed no significant response (Figure 2A and 2B), thereby implicating CYP3A5 expression in the shrinkage

response of the AsPC-1OLs. Compared to the parental AsPC-1 OLs, the 3A5�/�OLs displayed a basal 3D growth defect that was not detect-

able in classical spheroid cultures (Figures S2A and S2B). CBZ inhibition of CYP3A5 in the AsPC-1 OLs caused shrinkage similar to that evoked

by the genetic ablation of 3A5�/� (Figure 2B), reinforcing the perception that the effects of CBZ were mediated specifically by CYP3A5 as a

consequence of its selective chemical inhibition. In addition, we compared the effects of CBZ on AsPC-1 2D cultures vs. theOL and found that

the response to CBZ in parental AsPC-1 was undetectable in 2D culture (Figure S2C), in line with a previous study.27 Like the 3A5�/� OLs, the

H6c7 OLs remained insensitive to CBZ (Figure 2B) as validated by CBZ dose-response analysis (Figure S2D).
iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024 5
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We harnessed our PDACO-based screening approach to profile the effects of the selective inhibition of CYP3A5 via CBZ in primary PDAC

models. For a direct comparison with the pan-inhibition of CYP3A isoforms, ketoconazole (KET)37 treatment was also included. Patterns of

patient-specific but also non-overlapping responses to CBZ and KET were detected (Figure 2C). To assess whether CBZ vulnerability corre-

lated with CYP3A5 levels, we performedWestern blot analysis of protein levels in the set of PDACOs in the steady state (Figure 2D).Within the

subset of cystic PTs, PDM24, PDM38, and PDM30 expressed lower, equal, and higher levels of CYP3A5, respectively, when compared with the

AsPC-1OLs. The other PDACO lines expressedmodest or very low levels of CYP3A5. ProfilingCBZ effects across independentmeasurements

revealed PDACO-specific degrees of susceptibility to a single dosage of CBZ (30 mM; Figure 2E). The PDACOs were classified as high re-

sponders (e.g., PDM30), medium-to-low responders (e.g., PDM39/168/40/179/107/38), or non-responders (e.g., PDM106/36/41/24) based

on the residual MIP detected after treatment (Figure 2E). We observed a low association between CYP3A5 levels and the PDACO response

to CBZ when we considered the whole cohort (R = 0.1, p = 0.28; Figure 2F). However, we identified a subset of PDACO (i.e., PDM24/38/30;

Figure 2F, inset) that showed an excellent fit (R = 0.97,p< 0.002; Spearman’s R=�1,p<0.02), whichwas compatible with the shifts on demog-

raphy scores observed (Figure 2G). Our data indicated that medium-to-high levels of CYP3A5might predispose the PDACOs to CBZ suscep-

tibility, but the response to CBZ for low CYP3A5 expressers is less predictable. Finally, CBZ exposure increased the CYP3A5 levels in all PTs

(Figure S3A), probably reflecting a response to xenobiotic exposure.26 The PDM24/38/30 subset displayed good proportionality of increased

expression on top of the initial basal levels. Importantly, this upregulation failed in the 3A5�/� and H6c7 OLs (Figure S3B), suggesting that

PDACOs are prone to respond to CBZ only when CYP3A5 is consistently produced and there is an ongoing malignancy status. Overall,

our findings underline the fact that CBZ does not act through a generic cytotoxic effect but in a CYP3A5 level-dependent manner.

Organoid shrinkage shows clobetasol propionate dose dependency in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cancer-derived

organoids with high cytochrome P450 3A5 levels

Given that CYP3A5 expression levels, and consequently the extent of inhibition by CBZ, dictated the suppression of organoid growth in a

subset of PDACOs, we next evaluated whether this effect occurred in a dose-responsive manner. We applied sequential dilutions of CBZ

for 7 days to all PDACO lines (Figure S4A) and examined the morphological response of PDM24/38/30 in detail, as these lines represented,

respectively, hypo-, moderate- and hyper-responders to CBZ, with full correspondence in the degree of organoid shrinkage and levels of

CYP3A5 (Figure 2E and 2F). Upon examining the morphologies of PDM24 populations across increasing CBZ concentrations, we observed

minimal changes in organoid MIP size (Figure 2H) and shifts in the organoid size distribution with CBZ concentrations below 77 mM (Figure 2I

and S3C). In contrast to the results with PDM24, treating PDM30with increasingCBZ dosages resulted inmarked and progressive shrinkage of

the organoids (Figure 2H), as confirmedby the rapid decline in themediumand large size categories at the population level, whichwas appre-

ciable at dosages below 10 mM (Figure 2I and S3C). Such decrements did not reflect any deviation of theMIP size from the originally assigned

rank (Figure S3D). Like PDM30, in PDM38 organoids we also observed a progressive shrinkage to increasing concentrations of CBZ, although

more attenuated upon receiving a similar dose (Figure 2H). The dose–response (DR) analysis of average organoidMIP size across the range of

CBZ concentrations evidenced dose dependency for CBZ in PDM30 and PDM38, as compared with PDM24 (Figure 2J and Figure S4A). A

similar trend was observed in AsPC-1 parental and 3A5�/� OL counterparts (Figure S2D). We calculated the CBZ IC50 value for each

PDACO and classified the lines in correspondence to their dynamic range of CBZ inhibition (Figure S4A). Such classification confirmed the

original stratification (e.g., 65% of coincidence) obtained by single-dose analysis of CBZ (Figure 2E). A regression analysis (Figure S4B) of

AUC values from the CBZ DRCs in Figure S4A vs. CYP3A5 levels, confirmed that medium-high expressors of CYP3A5 such as PDM38 and

PDM30, correlate with enhanced vulnerability to CBZ compared to CYP3A5 low expressers.

Therefore, our compound profiling confirmed CBZ to be a potent dose-dependent inhibitor of tumor organoid growth in those cases that

presented high levels of CYP3A5 protein expression.

A chemo–clobetasol propionate combination screen reveals an intersection of clobetasol propionate with capecitabine and

cisplatin modes of action

By multivariate analysis, the CYP3A5-dependent response to CBZ could not be associated to the original PDACO’s size or shape attributes

(Figure S4C; Spearman’s R = 0.182, p = 0.595) as visualized and measured at the unperturbed state (Figure 1 and S1) but was partially

associable with the chemosensitivity of PDACOs and OLs (Spearman’s R = 0.66, p < 0.01) (Figure S5A), indicating a putative common layer

of vulnerability to the action of CBZ and to the drugs themselves. As CBZ is a derivative of the canonical glucocorticoid receptor (GR) agonist

prednisolone (PRED), we evaluated the effects of PRED exposure to determine whether GR pathway modulation contributed to the effect of

CBZ. The patterns of organoid response to PRED, as obtained from the organoid MIP measures (Figures S5B and S5C), did not match those

observed with CBZ (Figures S5and 2C). Specifically, PRED did not cause significant shrinkage in PDM24/38/30 organoids or in AsPC-1 and

3A5�/� OLs (Figure S5D). Therefore, any association of GR agonism with the signatures of organoid size response to chemotherapeutics

across the full panel of PDACOs (Spearman’s R = 0.2, p < 0.48) could be excluded.

To detect any interaction between CBZ perturbation and the mode of action of the tested chemotherapeutics in an unbiased manner, we

conducted a single-dose screen of the drug–CBZ combination, using CBZ as an anchor. By calculating the log2-transformed fractional

inhibition ratio (FIR) of the average MIPs for co-treatment and treatment with the drug alone, we identified possible synergistic drug–CBZ

combinations (Figure 3A). Up to 16 synergistic combinations out of 182 pairwise combinations were detected (log2[FIR] = <�1; 8.8% enrich-

ment), suggesting that combining most chemotherapeutics with CBZ did not modify the response to the monotherapies. True synergistic

combination hits were established after assessing the inhibitory responses and comparing the quantitative effects of drug–CBZ co-treatment
6 iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024



Figure 3. Detection and validation of synergism between CBZ and cisplatin

(A) Heatmap of the drug–drug interaction or combination response in PDACO and OL models after 7 days of co-treatment with the drug plus CBZ. Drugs were

administered at the concentrations indicated in the primary screening. CBZ was applied at a dosage of 30 mM. The gradient from yellow to blue indicates

aggravating pairs. The cut-off score was set at log2 [FIR] % �1. The pie chart depicts the enrichment set of potential chemo–CBZ interacting pairs. The bars

show the percentage of synergistic interactions for each drug within the enrichment set. All data were obtained after the supervised segmentation of

individual organoid MIPs. For more details of the drug profiles and drug interaction profiles of erlotinib, leucovorin, capecitabine, and cisplatin across all

PDACOs with or without CBZ co-treatment see Figure S5. NORG = 12624.

(B) Bar charts show the inhibition of organoidMIP size (meanG SEM) for drugs alone or in combination with CBZ from the enrichment set. All values are relative to

DMSO controls for the respective PDACOs. The colors of the bars indicate FC values (dark blue, 0.25; light blue, 0.5–0.7; red, 0.7), which represent the tiers of

residualMIP; the fill pattern indicates the type of treatment (stripes, drug alone; solid bars, drug in combination with CBZ). ****p< 0.0001, ***p< 0.001 **p < 0.01,

*p < 0.05; n.s., not significant (by Mann–Whitney test). ActD, actinomycin D.

(C) Spearman correlation between organoid response to CBZ and FIR scores for a subset of drugs and across the full panel of PDACOs. Spearman’s R = 0.73 (p <

0.02) for CBZ vs. CISP. Abbreviations: PTX, paclitaxel; DAS, dasatinib; CAPE, capecitabine; ERLO, erlotinib; LEU, leucovorin; CISP, cisplatin.

(D) DR matrix for cisplatin–CBZ drug combinations in PDM30 organoids in 96-well plates. The heatmap displays the synergism scores, calculated as the log2-

transformed FIR. NORG$DMSO = 164; NORG$CISP = 538; NORG$CBZ DR = 607; NORG$DR matrix = 2986.
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Figure 3. Continued

(E) Dose–response fitting curves calculated for three sets of combinations (diagonals; Figure S5) in the matrix. The DR curves and the corresponding IC50 values

reveal a progressive decrease in the concentration of cisplatin required to impair 3D growth of PDM30 with increasing dosages of CBZ.

(F) Heatmap showing the highest single agent (HSA) coefficients calculated for significant cisplatin–CBZ interaction pairs (e.g., with synergy scores higher than

30). The total synergy score of the DR matrix was 10.75; combination index was 0.23.

(G) Representative confocal images of PDM30 organoids from one DR cisplatin–CBZ diagonal set, showing the effectiveness of the lowest concentrations of

cisplatin (e.g., 0.17–1.6 mM) and CBZ (e.g., 0.74–6.6 mM) at arresting 3D growth and eliciting organoid shrinkage in combination. Representative images for

lowest concentrations of cisplatin and CBZ alone are included. Scale bars: 328 mm and 50 mm (insets).
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to those of treatment with the drug alone (Figure 3B). Among the well-established substrates of CYP3A5,26 only erlotinib was confirmed as a

synergistic combination hit for a modest subset in the enrichment set. In this case, the aggravating phenotype manifested on top of initial

sensitive responses to erlotinib alone (Figure 3B). Notably, we observed a substantial frequency of synergy for CBZ combined with capeci-

tabine or cisplatin (Figure 3A and 3B). In both cases, the co-treatment eliminated the high rates of resistance to capecitabine or cisplatin alone.

A deeper analysis of the dataset by supervised image segmentation of organoids for the erlotinib, leucovorin, capecitabin, and cisplatin treat-

ment sets (Figure S5E) revealed that the number of synergistic combination hits was even higher in the cisplatin subset, which scaled up to

37% of combinations in the enrichment set. Of note, PDM30, the higher expressor of CYP3A5 in our PDACO cohort, displayed the most

evident aggravating inhibitory response with cisplatin–CBZ, in marked contrast to PDM24 (Figure S5E). A multivariate analysis (Figure 3C)

confirmed that there was some association between the organoid response signatures for CBZ and the FIR scores for cisplatin–CBZ co-treat-

ment (Spearman’s R = 0.73, p < 0.02) across the PDACO cohort. Erlotinib but not cisplatin is a substrate of CYP3A5, therefore, in our PDACO

set, the chemical inhibition of the drug-metabolizing potential of CYP3A5 via CBZ did not facilitate the action of most chemotherapeutics,

including direct substrates of CYP3A5.26 As cisplatin is not metabolized by CYP enzymes, our data could indicate that downstream effects

of CYP3A5 inhibition intersect with cisplatin-mediated processes of cytotoxicity. This observation probably means that additional molecular

layers dictate vulnerability to CBZ or vice versa.

Clobetasol propionate restores chemo-vulnerability to cisplatin

To confirm the synergismof cisplatin–CBZ effects in PDM30, we constructed aDRmatrix of pairwise drug combinations.We extracted theMIP

sizes relative to a DMSO control (Figure S5F) and calculated the FIR for each cisplatin–CBZ pair in thematrix. Plotting this information as heat-

maps enabled the detection of three sets of combinations (Figure 3D) that indicated significant effectiveness with cisplatin by decreasing its

initial concentration in the presence of CBZ (e.g., by a factor of 10–100) (Figure 3E). The effect of the cisplatin–CBZ combinationwas synergistic

(combination index, CI = 0.23; Figure 3F and S5G), with the strongest compromised viability occurring with pairs located at the center of the

DR matrix (Figure 3F). Visual inspection of the wells within a representative synergistic combination subset showed that the lowest concen-

trations of cisplatin andCBZ in combinationweremore effective at impairing the 3D growth of organoids thanwere cisplatin or CBZ alone at a

comparable concentration (Figure 3G and S5F). Thus, our dissection of cisplatin–CBZ synergism confirmed CBZ to be a functional synergistic

partner of cisplatin in PDM30.

Proteomic analysis of clobetasol propionate effects in patient-derived model 30

To identify the cellular pathways that respond to the inhibition of CYP3A5, we conducted a TMTproteomic analysis38,39 in PDM30 and PDM24,

as they exhibited higher and lower vulnerability, respectively, to CBZ. Analysis of differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) in organoids

exposed to 20 mM CBZ for 48 h revealed an increased magnitude of upregulated and downregulated proteins in PDM30, as compared to

PDM24 (Figure 4A). These proteins included CYP3A5 and members of the CYP family involved in xenobiotic metabolism (Figures S6A and

S6B). Functional annotation enrichment analysis (Figure S6C) showed that CBZ treatment for 48 h caused the downregulation of proteins

involved in various metabolic and biosynthetic pathways, including the generation of precursor metabolites and energy. We also observed

the downregulation of modules involved in chromatin modification, redox homeostasis, the response to oxidative stress, the extracellular

matrix, organelle organization, and cellular differentiation, among others. Differentially upregulated proteins were detected in pathways

implicated in the cell cycle and nuclear division, DNA damage checkpoints, the mitotic spindle or microtubule-based processes, protein

ubiquitination, and the cellular response to stress or to radiation. We generated a signature of the most representative pathways inhibited

or activated by CBZ in PDM30 (Figure 4B). In PDM24 organoids exposed to CBZ, we detected none of the signature upregulated pathways

seen in PDM30. The cell metabolism pathways downregulated in PDM30 were downregulated to a lesser extent in PDM24. After treating

PDM30 organoids with CBZ for 7 days, we confirmed that the downregulation of metabolic pathways had persisted. However, this longer

CBZ exposure resulted in the eventual decline of DNA replication pathways as well (Figure 4C).

Chemical inhibition of cytochrome P450 3A5 triggers defects in TP53G105R stability and Wnt-dependent cancer cell

maintenance in patient-derived model 30

Because PDM30 harbors a G105R missense mutation in p53 (hereafter referred as to TP53G105R) (Table S1) and because many of the shifts

observed in pathways in the CBZ-treated PDM30 proteome (Figure S6C) could be ascribed to various mechanisms for adaptative responses

promoted by mutant p53 proteins,40 we investigated the link between our list of DEPs and TP53G105R in PDM30. We identified a subnetwork

(Figure S6D) that defined a set of p53 turnover regulatory processes (Figure 4D) that were potentially perturbed by the inhibition of CYP3A5.
8 iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024



Figure 4. Proteome response to CYP3A5 inhibition via CBZ in PDM30 reveals defects in TP53G105R stability and failure of Wnt signaling

(A) Volcano plots illustrating that some proteins are differentially abundant in PDM30 and PDM24 (see Figures S6A and S6B). The log2 fold changes (log2FC) were

z-scaled, and cut-off criteria were set to log2 FC-z% �2 orR2; FDR < 1%. More upregulated or downregulated proteins were detected in PDM30. DEP analysis

was carried out by normalizing the results with CBZ to DMSO proteome sets extracted from organoids treated for 48 h. A set of 11,267 unique proteins with

FDR <1% was extracted and analyzed. Blue denotes downregulation; gray, stable regulation; red, upregulation.

(B and C) Heatmap annotation of the significantly upregulated and downregulated functional modules in the PDM30 proteome. Log-transformed FDR values

indicate the magnitude of the DE pathways shift relative to the same signature analyzed in PDM24 after 48 h of exposure to CBZ (B) or in the PDM30

proteome after 48 h or 7 days of CBZ treatment (C). Blue and red denote the FDR determined from downregulated and upregulated proteins, respectively.

(D) Predicted panel of enrichment for the most significant DEP-p53–connected pathways in PDM30 after treatment for 48 h with CBZ. p < 0.05. See also

Figures S6C and S6D.

(E) Immunoblot analysis showing the total levels of p53 protein in PDM24 and PDM30, with histone gH2AX serving as a functional marker of response to DNA

damage connected to p53 activity.

(F) DEP analysis of Wnt pathway components (GO:0016055) in PDM30 organoids treated with CBZ for 48 h. The heatmap lists candidate proteins whose

abundance is modified by CBZ in PDM30. Blue, downregulation, log2FC-z % �1.5; red, upregulation, log2FC-z R 1.5; white, log2FC-z R 1 or % �1;

FDR <1%. See also Figures S6E, S7 and S8.

(G and H) Effects of disrupting Wnt signaling with the porcupine inhibitor IWP-2 alone or in combination with CYP3A5 inhibition via CBZ in PDM24 and PDM30.

Four representative FOVs are stitched together to show segmented organoids for each condition and PDACO (G). Scale bar: 100 mm. Bar charts show the residual

organoid MIP size (meanG SEM) for each treatment. All values are relative to DMSO controls (H). The colors of the bars indicate fold-change values (dark blue,

0.25; light blue, 0.5–0.7; red, 0.7), and the fill pattern indicates whether the organoids were treated with IWP-2 alone (stripes), CBZ alone (solid) or with IWP-2 in

combination with CBZ (checks). **p < 0.01; n.s., not significant (by Mann–Whitney test). NORG = 418.
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TP53G105R exhibits defects in conformation at the protein level41 that mistarget its degradation through the ubiquitin–proteasome system. By

Western blot analysis, we confirmed that treatment with CBZ for 7 days reduced the intracellular accumulation of TP53G105R (Figure 4E),

whereas, as expected, no changes were detected at the level of the wild-type p53 protein expressed in PDM24 (Figure 4E and Table S1).

As the Wnt pathway is involved in cancer cell maintenance,42 we examined whether treating PDM30 with CBZ for 48 h would introduce

alterations in components at the proteome level. We identified a total of 45 proteins whose expression was changed (Figure 4F), including

b-catenin (encoded by the CTNNB1 gene) and a putative subnetwork (Figures S6C and S6E) among other signaling pathways that might be
iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024 9
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also affected by the inhibition of CYP3A5 (Figures S7A, S7B, S7C and S7D). To demonstrate the extent of interference with the Wnt signaling

pathway resulting from CYP3A5 inhibition, we treated PDM30 and PDM24 with the porcupine inhibitor IWP-2,43 alone or in combination with

CBZ, for 7 days. IWP-2 alone caused a consistent size decrease in PDM30 but not in PDM24 (Figure 4G and 4H), suggesting that PDM30, in

contrast to PDM24, required Wnt signaling for 3D growth. Similar results were observed with AsPC-1 vs. 3A5�/� OLs (data not shown).

Remarkably, combination treatment with IWP-2 and CBZ sensitized PDM24 toWnt inhibition and enhanced the organoid shrinkage response

in PDM30 (Figure 4G and 4H). We confirmed that CBZ inhibited cellular proliferation by measuring the levels of Ki-67 expression with HCI in

PDM30. The Ki-67 index decreased after the CBZ treatment of PDM30 for 7 days and showed dosage dependency (Figure S6F). Also, we

observed that CBZ caused a decrease in mitochondrial membrane potential in PDM30 organoids at very low dosages (Figure S7E), indicating

a potential mitotoxicity effect. We scored our cohort of PDACO against theWnt signaling pathway genes (GO:0016055) by examining the full

lists of somatic mutations in each PDACO (Tables S3 and S4). We detected the presence of mutations across the 446 genes of the pathway

(Figure S8A) and calculated their representation in the PDACO cohort (Figure S8B and S8C). Notably, PDM24 and PDM30 did not present

mutations across the gene set (Figure S8), indicating that the interaction of CYP3A5 with the Wnt pathway in PDM30 may be mediated by

CYP3A5 levels.

Taken together, our findings suggest that the CBZ-driven suppression of growth in PDM30, which is characterized by the sustained activity

of CYP3A5 on an original TP53G105R background, depends on the blockade of cancer cell maintenance pathways involving mutant p53 func-

tions andWnt signaling. The apparent loss of cancer cell potential connected to CYP3A5 inhibition points to unexplored possibilities for ther-

apeutic intervention in pancreatic cancer by using CBZ.
DISCUSSION

CYP3A5 embodies all of the requisites to be considered a drug target44 for PDAC.26,27 Since the initial description of selective chemical

binders and enzymatic inhibitors such as CBZ,27,29 a translational evaluation of the targeting of CYP3A5 biological activity in cancer models

has been awaited. Here, we established an HCI-based platform for advanced pharmaco-profiling of CYP3A5 inhibition via CBZ in ex vivo

PDAC-biomimicking tumor systems.10,19 Patient-derived tumor organoids, such as PDACOs, have emerged as a state-of-the-art technology

for drug testing7,45 in precision oncology setups,4,16,24 alongwith systematicmicroscopy assays for themorpho-phenotypic evaluation of drug

effectiveness.11,14,32 In accordance with this, we have shown that our HCI platform captured inter-patient heterogeneity in a cohort of

PDACOs with respect to responses to a panel of model chemotherapeutics, indicating a typical disease landscape that is useful for address-

ing the contribution of CYP3A5 function to chemoresistance.

Our PDACO-guided assessment of CBZ sensitivity demonstrated that the direct inhibition of CYP3A5 elicits 3D growth susceptibility in

PDAC, thus validating the ‘‘druggability’’ of this enzyme in cancer tissue-like models for the first time. Noll and colleagues26 investigated

the correlation of high CYP3A5 levels with drug resistance in patients across PDAC subtypes. Based on their results obtained using PDAC

patient-derived models (primary cell lines propagated from primary xenografts), they proposed that highly expressed CYP3A5 sustains che-

moresistance and that CYP3A5 activity must be inhibited to overcome both basal and acquired resistance to chemotherapeutics.26 In our

study, we stratified the PDACOs according to the levels of CYP3A5 protein expression and the patterns of response to its chemical inhibition

by CBZ. Strikingly, medium-to-high levels of CYP3A5 prompted the PDACOs to undergo consistent shrinkage after CBZ exposure, which

correlated with increased sensitivity to a range of chemotherapeutics, in contrast to the results in PDACOs expressing little or no CYP3A5.

Our chemo–CBZ combination screen revealed de novo effectiveness of some chemotherapeutics in a personalized and unbiased manner,

improving the outlook for combination cancer therapy and precisionmedicine.46,47 Although an initial sensitivity to typical CYP3A5 substrates

(i.e., erlotinib, dasatinib, or paclitaxel) was detected in monotherapy, the lack of synergistic responses, along with the blockade of CYP3A5

drug metabolism in corresponding drug–CBZ pairs, may reflect an incomplete or already saturated acquisition of secondary resistance

through the induction of CYP3A5 expression in ourmodels, as compared with the results reported previously.26 However, our survey revealed

true intersections with cisplatin in 63% of PDACOs and consequent breakdown of chemoresistance to this drug, an alkylating agent that in-

duces DNA damage and causes apoptosis.48 To our knowledge, CBZ has not yet been considered for cisplatin combination therapy of tar-

geted cancers.49 In the first-line treatment of advanced PDAC,50 cisplatin is currently co-administered with gemcitabine.

The most prominent effect of CBZ alone or in combination with cisplatin was observed in the PDACO that harbors a missense mutation in

the DNA-binding domain of the TP53 gene,51 leading to the expression of the pathogenic TP53G105R variant.41 No such p53 mutation was

captured in other PDACO collections,4,16,26 but several cancer databases record the presence of this mutation in glioblastoma and in ovarian

and lung tumors. Our proteomic CBZ sensitivity analysis revealed molecular signatures of CYP3A5 inhibition in the TP53G105R background,

suggesting a suppressive effect on the cancer metabolic burden, encompassing pathways of cancer cell proliferation and survival.40,42 Strik-

ingly, these effects paralleled those of the withdrawal of the TP53G105R protein, indicating the existence of a web of mechanisms that may

culminate in the arrest of cell proliferation in PDACOs. The restoration of the cytotoxic behavior of cisplatin during CBZ treatment suggests

that CYP3A5 inhibition interferes with p53mut-mediated functions such as acquired chemoresistance to cisplatin.49 Although the exact mech-

anism of action that links CYP3A5 function to TP53G105R deserves further investigation, our data suggest that CYP3A5 contributes to chemo-

resistance by modulating p53mut-dependent oncogenic pathways in PDAC, i.e., its effects are not limited to canonical drug metabolization.

Asmutant p53 is regarded as one of themost prominent undruggable targets in cancer,51 targetingCYP3A5might at least provide ameans of

overcoming the pro-oncogenic activity of TP53G105R. The results of our PDACO-driven screening support the repurposing of CBZ, an FDA-

approved antimycotic drug,30 for chemotherapy of PDAC. It is noteworthy that the pharmacokinetics of CBZ and its safety for systemic admin-

istration have been demonstrated in a mouse model.31 Based on our work, we propose a novel schematic of preclinical stratification of
10 iScience 27, 110289, July 19, 2024
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patients with PDAC, using PDACOs as amodel and CYP3A5 as an actionable drug target. The antitumor activity of CBZmight benefit subsets

of patients, as suggested by data from tumor models expressing medium-to-high levels of CYP3A5 in pathogenic p53 backgrounds.

Limitations of the study

Our study provides proof-of-concept for utilizing panels of PDACO to evaluate drug effects and identify previously unknown vulnerability. Our

goal was to deploy HCI-based screening in PDACO to evaluate the targetable vulnerability of CYP3A5 in an organoid-based drug screening

system.Within an initial cohort of 11 PDACOs, we identified a predictable growth vulnerability associatedwithmedium-high levels of CYP3A5

which potentially crosstalk with cancer-associated pathways such as Wnt and p53. However, to enrich the representation of PDACO express-

ing medium and high levels of CYP3A5 protein, to dissect the differential responses to CBZ for PDACO with similar levels of CYP3A5, and

finally to capture the landscape of mutations in PDAC cancer driver genes (e.g., KRAS, TP53, SMAD4 and CDKN2A) and evaluate the effects

of CBZ across multiple genotypic backgrounds in concomitance with CYP3A5 levels, it will be necessary to increase the size of the PDACO

cohort. Our work paves the way for future PDACO large-scale trials to interrogate whether CYP3A5 plays a role as a gene modifier in PDAC-

associated pathways through a currently unknown interaction network.
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Antibodies

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Ki67, Alexa Fluor 488 (D3B5) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 11882S; RRID: AB_2687824

Mouse monoclonal anti-ECadherin (HECD-1) Thermo Fisher Scientific;33 Cat# 13-1700; RRID: AB_2533003

Mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 Thermo Fisher Scientific;33 Cat# A-11001; RRID: AB_253 4069

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Cytochrome P450 3A5 (EPR4396) Abcam Cat# ab108624; RRID: AB_10866677

Rabbit monoclonal anti-p53 (7F5) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 2527; RRID: AB_10695803

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Phospho-Histone H2A.X (Ser139)(20E3) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9718; RRID: AB_2118009

Mouse monoclonal anti–b-actin (AC-15) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A5441; RRID: AB_476744

Biological samples

PDACO line PDM24 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0073-C25

PDACO line PDM30 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0079-C25

PDACO line PDM36 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0089-C25

PDACO line PDM38 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0091-C25

PDACO line PDM39 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0092-C25

PDACO line PDM40 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0093-C25

PDACO line PDM41 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-CSHL-0094-C25

PDACO line PDM106 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-BROD-0008-C25

PDACO line PDM107 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-BROD-0009-C25

PDACO line PDM168 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-BROD-0229-C25

PDACO line PDM179 ATCC; HCMI34 Cat# HCM-BROD-0232-C25

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Advanced DMEM/F12 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 12634028

HEPES ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 15630080

GlutaMax Supplement ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 35050061

B27 Supplement ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 17504044

Organoid Growth Kit (A 83-01, EGF, noggin,

FGF-10, gastrin, N-acetylcysteine, nicotinamide)

ATCC Cat# ACS-7101

RhoKinase (ROCK) inhibitor Y-27632 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 688000

CellMatrix Basement Membrane Gel ATCC Cat# ACS-3035

Penicillin/Streptomycin ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 15140122

TrypLE Express enzyme ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#12604-013

RPMI 1640 medium ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 11875-093

Keratinocyte growth medium Lonza Cat# CC-3111

DMEM high glucose ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 11965092

Fetal bovine serum HyClone Cat# SH30071.03

PBS (phosphate buffered saline), pH 7.4 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 10010023

Paraformaldehyde Solution (EM Grade) Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat# 15710

Bovine serum albumin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A6003

Ammonium chloride Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A9434

Alexa Fluor Plus 405 Phalloidin ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A30104

DRAQ5 staining solution ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 62251

HCS Mitochondrial Health Kit ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# H10295
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RIPA lysis and extraction buffer ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 89901

Protease inhibitor Roche Cat# 11836153001

PhosSTOP Roche Cat# 4906845001

Lys-C digestive enzyme Wako Cat# 129-02541

Sequencing grade modified trypsin Promega Cat# V5111

Standard-of-care chemotherapeutic agents (Table S2) This paper N/A

Target drugs (Table S2) This paper N/A

Critical commercial assays

TMTpro-18plex label reagent ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A52045

BCA protein assay ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 23227

Deposited data

Proteomic datasets This paper PRIDE ID PXD031663

Experimental models: Cell lines

AsPC-1, human pancreas adenocarcinoma ascites

metastasis cell line

ATCC Cat# CRL-1682

Cytochrome P450 3A5 KO lines in AsPC-1 background Wright et al.28 N/A

H6c7, human pancreatic duct epithelial cell line Kerafast Cat# ECA001-FP

L Wnt-3A cell line to obtain Wnt-3A conditioned medium ATCC Cat# CRL-2647

HA-R-Spondin1-Fc 293T cell line to obtain RSPO1

conditioned medium

Trevigen Cat# 3710-001-01

Software and algorithms

Columbus Image Data Storage and Analysis System Perkin Elmer (Revvity) v.2.9.0

SynergyFinder 3.0 Ianevski et al.52 Paper

Image Studio LI-COR Biosciences v3.1

FiJI/ImageJ NIH v.1.50i

JUMP software suite Wang et al.53 Paper

ClusterProfiler (V4.0) Wu et al.54 Paper

Cytoscape STRING (v.3.9.1) Szklarczyk et al.55 Paper

Other

Genotype AsPC-1 Cellosaurus database;

Moore et al.36
https://www.cellosaurus.org/CVCL_0152

Genotypic, histological, and clinical information of PDACOs HCMI34 https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/HCMI

CellVoyager CV8000 High-Content Screening System Yokogawa N/A

PhenoPlate 384-well, black, optically clear flat-bottom plate Revvity Cat# 6057300

PhenoPlate 96-well, black, optically clear flat-bottom plate Revvity Cat# 6055302

Echo 555 Liquid Handler Labcyte N/A

Echo-qualified 384-well polypropylene (PP) source microplates Labcyte Cat# PP-0200

384–deep well polypropylene plates Greiner Bio-One Cat# 784261

96-well U-bottom plates Greiner Bio-One Cat# 650162

MacroSpin column PROTO 300 C18 Harvard Apparatus Cat# 74-4107

Sep-Pak C18 column Waters Cat# WAT054955

Acquity UPLC BEH C18 Column Waters Cat# 186004690

Special peptide separation column CoAnn Technologies Cat# HEB07503001718I-060
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Taosheng Chen

(taosheng.chen@stjude.org).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� The proteomic data have been deposited at PRIDE – Proteomics Identification Database and are publicly available. The PRIDE acces-

sion number is PXD031663 which is also listed in the key resources table.
� This paper does not report original code.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

PDACO culture and maintenance

Eleven primary PDACO lines derived from primary tumors or frommetastatic sites from the Human Cancer Models Initiative (HCMI)34 collec-

tion were obtained through the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, see key resources table). The PDACOs were grown in culture,

passaged, and cryopreserved in accordance with recommended protocols.56 Briefly, after organoids were dissociated with TrypLE Express

enzyme (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 12604-013), organoid cells were passed through a cell strainer with 70-mm pore size and counted

with an automated cell counter (Countess II; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Single cells were resuspended in fresh CellMatrix BasementMembrane

Gel (ATCC, cat. no. ACS-3035) at 5 3 105 viable cells per 100 mL, and 6–10 domes/well (200 mL volume) were dispensed back into pre-warmed

6-well culture vessels. The plates were quickly inverted to facilitate dome formation and to avoid dissociated cells sinking to the bottomof the

domes before polymerization was complete. Plates were immediately placed at 37�C in a cell culture incubator for 30 min. Prewarmed orga-

noid medium (Organoid Medium 3 formulation; ATCC) was carefully added to each well (2 mL per well), and the plates were returned to the

incubator. The medium was changed every 3 days, and the organoids were passaged every 14 days. The organoid medium formulation con-

sisted of Gibco Advanced DMEM/F12 (cat. no. 12634028) supplemented with 10 mmol/L HEPES (cat. no. 15630080), 1X GlutaMAX (cat. no.

35050061), 1X B27 supplement (cat. no. 17504044), and 1X penicillin/streptomycin (cat. no. 15140122) (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific);

500 nmol/L A 83-01, 50 ng/mL EGF, 100 ng/mL noggin, 100 ng/mL FGF-10, 10 nmol/L gastrin, 1.25 mmol/L N-acetylcysteine, 10 mmol/L nico-

tinamide (all from the ATCC Organoid Growth Kit, cat. no. ACS-7101); 50% Wnt-3A (ATCC, cat. no CRL-2647) and 10% R-spondin (Trevigen,

cat. no. 3710-001-01) conditionedmedium; and 10 mmol/L ROCK Inhibitor Y-27632 (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 688000). All organoid cultures were

routinely tested for Mycoplasma with negative results.

3D-OL culture of AsPC-1 and H6c7 immortalized cell lines

The same PDACO growth conditions described above were applied to the AsPC-1 parental and 3A5�/� KO lines generated previously,27 as

well as to the human pancreatic duct epithelial cell line H6c7. Initially, the three cells lines were maintained under classical 2D culture condi-

tions. AsPC-1 cells (ATCC, cat. no. CRL-1682) were grown in RPMI 1640 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 11875-093) supplemented

with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone, cat. no. SH30071.03), 1% GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 35050061), and 1% penicillin/

streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 15140122). H6c7 cells (Kerafast, cat. no. ECA001-FP) were maintained in Keratinocyte Growth

Medium (Lonza Bioscience, cat. no. CC-3111). Full 3D-OL cultures were establishedby seedingdissociated cells inMTGdomes andpreparing

subcultures of the OLs formed in the organoid medium formulation, using the same protocol as for PDACO culture (see above). AsPC-1 cells

grown in 3D culture in CellMatrix supplemented with standard cell culture medium (e.g., RPMI 1640) failed to form true 3D spheroids (see

Figure S1). All cell cultures were routinely tested for mycoplasma with negative results.

METHOD DETAILS

Miniaturization of PDACO cultures for image-based assay

Matrix-embedded PDACO cultures were miniaturized by modifying a previously described protocol33 and by establishing a matrix-

embedded culture or sandwich method in 96-well plates (Revvity, cat. no. 6055302) that was then scaled down for use with 384-well plates

(Revvity, cat. no. 6057300). As a first step, the wells were coated with a thin layer of matrix, using a mixture of CellMatrix (ATCC, cat. no.

ACS-3035) prepared at a final concentration of 8 mg/mL. Depending on the multi-well plate format, 25 mL (for 96-well plates) or 8 mL (for

384-well plates) of matrix mixture were applied per well, using, respectively, 8-channel or 16-channel VIAFLO electronic pipettes (Integra,

cat. nos. 4641, 4646, 4623, and 4624). The matrix mixture was kept at 4�C throughout, as were the multi-well plates, which were placed on

a pre-chilled aluminum plate (alloy 6061, 2.3 mm thick, 30 3 15 cm; Thermo Fisher Scientific) set on ice. After dispensation of the matrix

mixture, the plates were centrifuged at 900 rpm for 15 min at 4�C to ensure uniform distribution of the ECM layer and were then quickly trans-

ferred to a CO2 incubator, where they weremaintained at 37�C for 30min to permit gelation of thematrix bed.Meanwhile, PDACOorOL cells
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were prepared for drop seeding. Single cells were resuspended at 400 cells/mL in 8 mg/mL matrix, and 13 mL (containing 5200 cells) or 4 mL

(containing 1600 cells) of suspension was added to the wells of 96-well plates and 384-well plates, respectively. The droplets were seeded at

the center of the solid matrix bed with multichannel pipettes. Plates were manually rocked to distribute the cells evenly then returned to the

incubator at 37�C for 15 min. Finally, 80 mL (for 96-well plates) or 40 mL (for 384-well plates) of pre-warmed organoid medium was added to

each well with a multichannel pipette. For PDACO cultures in miniaturized format, the medium was changed every 3 days.

Semi-automated organoid fixation and fluorescent staining in multi-well plates

A pivotal feature of our HCI pipeline is the incorporation of a CellMatrix-dissolving procedure that facilitates the deposition and immobili-

zation of organoids in a similar focal plane near the bottom of the well in a plate and that ensures optical clearance, as previously developed

and demonstrated with HT-29 colon carcinoma spheroid cultures.33 The PDACOs and OLs were fixed in situ in wells with 4% paraformalde-

hyde (PFA) prepared from a 16% aqueous solution of EM-grade PFA (ElectronMicroscopy Sciences, cat. No. 15710) in HEPES buffer (0.15mol/

L, pH 7.4).33 Pre-warmed PFA solution was dispensed into 96-well plates (150 mL/well) and 384-well plates (50 mL/well). After 30 min of fixation

at room temperature, the PFA solution was removed. The wells were then washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and the

organoids immobilized in the wells after fixation were blocked and permeabilizedwith 0.3% Triton X-100 for 1 h at room temperature in block-

ing solution containing 0.5% BSA and 50 mM ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. nos. A6003 and A9434) in PBS. After three

washes with PBS, the organoids were incubated with 5 U/mL Alexa Fluor Plus 405 Phalloidin and 5 mmol/L DRAQ5 (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

cat. nos. A30104 and 62251) in fresh blocking solution for 2 h at room temperature. Finally, the wells were again washed three times with PBS.

For Ki-67 immunostaining, a primary rabbit monoclonal antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (Cell Signaling Technology, cat. no. 11882S;

diluted 1:200) was applied overnight in blocking solution at room temperature. For all of these steps, 8-channel or 16-channel VIAFLO elec-

tronic pipettes were used at the slowest aspiration speed. Before the image acquisition, the wells were refilled with fresh PBS and the plates

were sealed. For longer preservation, the wells were filled with 0.15% PFA in PBS.33

High-content imaging

HCI was accomplished using an automated spinning-disk microscope (Yokogawa CellVoyager CV8000). For primary screening, an imaging

regimenwas established that consisted ofmultiplexed acquisition of actin and nuclei counterstaining, using the on-the-flymaximum-intensity

z-projection (MIP) acquisition mode and a 403 water immersion objective (N.A. = 1.0) with an effective image pixel resolution of 0.164 mm in

the X or Y direction. A total of 43 16 fields of view (FOVs) stitched together in the XY directionwere imaged for every well in 96-well plates, and

33 12 FOVswere similarly imaged for every well in 384-well plates. As the z-spanwas directly dependent on the size and 3D architecture of the

different tumor organoids, it was established that 102.5 slices with 2-mm spacing were necessary to image organoids in full across the z-di-

rection. To obtain on-the-fly MIPs of organoids, a minimum of five z-planes spaced at 20-mm intervals were used; this enabled the capture of

information from all PDACO and OL lines simultaneously at the maximum speed possible. On-the-fly geometric and dark correction were

applied. Images were post-processed for crosstalk correction to reduce the leakage of fluorescence between channels, as simultaneous

multi-color imaging for 445/45–600/37 and 525/50–676/29 fluor spectra pairs were applied when applicable.

Organoid segmentation and extraction of size measurements

Dedicated scripts were created with the Columbus Image Data Storage and Analysis System v. 2.9.0 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) by opti-

mizing pipelines described previously.33 The ‘‘Find image region’’ function was used to segment the individual organoids as primary objects,

using the Phalloidin channel (fluor spectra 445/45 global). Removal of border objects selection was then applied, and the organoid

morphology area (in mm2) was calculated for the primary objects. The organoid morphology area was used for batch image analysis to obtain

averagewellmeasurements. Nuclei were segmented from the organoid population as secondary objects with a ‘‘Find nuclei’’ algorithm, using

the DRAQ5 channel (fluor spectra 676/29 global). The number of nuclei per individual organoid was determined. The ‘‘Calculate properties’’

function was used to relate the organoids to the numbers of nuclei and to sort the population in the well by their organoid rank, defined by

differences in size. The organoid morphology area and the number of nuclei per organoid were obtained for all objects analyzed by super-

vision of segmentation during the results extraction.

Single-dose screening of chemotherapeutics

PDACO-based therapeutic profiling was conducted with an anticancer drug panel composed of 14 standard-of-care chemotherapeutic

agents (Table S2). Chemotherapeutics were prepared as 10 mM stock solutions in DMSO and stored at�20�C. The exceptions were cisplatin

and oxaliplatin, whichwere prepared from fresh powder and resuspended in 0.9MNaCl. The concentrations of compounds to be testedwere

chosen based on previous studies that established effective concentration ranges in patient-derived tumor organoids for gastrointestinal

cancers or other 3D models, as well as on data from our own preparatory tests (Table S2). Drug stock solutions were manually dispensed

in Echo-qualified 384-well polypropylene source plates (Labcyte, cat. no. PP-0200) that were then sealed and stored at�20�C as drug source

plates. To prepare the drug assay plates, the chemotherapeutics were dispensed using an Echo 555 liquid handler (Labcyte) from the source

plates into 384–deep well polypropylene plates (Greiner Bio-One, cat. no. 784261). For second compound treatment and culture medium

exchange during organoid treatment, drug assay plates were prepared in duplicate for each experiment. The final DMSO concentration

in wells was 0.37% after backfilling, except for wells receiving cisplatin or oxaliplatin, which were handled as aqueous solutions without
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DMSO. On the day of treatment, 50 mL of pre-warmed organoid medium was added to each well to resuspend the droplets of drug solution

and to enable the treatments to be transferred at the designed final concentrations to the organoid assay plates. To prepare the organoid

assay plates, PDACOs and OLs were dissociated into single cells and plated in 384-well plates by applying the miniaturization protocol spec-

ified above. The 3-day-old organoids were exposed to the test compounds for a total of 7 days, as a window fromday 3 to day 10was sufficient

to capture the exponential growth phase for most PDACOs in our panel and, hence, to evaluate the effect of chemotherapeutics. DMSO at a

concentration of 0.37% was used as a negative control for normalization purposes. The wells of the organoid assay plates were emptied and

replenished with drug-containing medium at 3 days from the initial treatment. Average measurements of organoid MIP areas were used as

readouts of PDACO responses to drugs in the primary screening. The Z0 factor was 0.54, calculated using the following formula: Z 0 = 1�
3 � ðsPos +sNegÞ=ðmNeg� mPosÞ, where sNeg and sPos are the standard deviation and mNeg and mPos are the means of the negative

(DMSO) and positive (actinomycin D) controls, respectively, in two representative PDACO/OL lines. To analyze the response to the listed che-

motherapeutics alone or in combination with CBZ (see below), two 384-well screening plates were prepared and assessed. PRED and IWP-2

were included as part of the targeted drugs panel.
Organoid-based pharmaco-profiling of CBZ

Clobetasol propionate was prepared as a 30 mM stock solution in DMSO and stored at �20�C. The organoid response to CBZ was as-

sessed by primary screening and was validated across independent experiments using 96-well plates. The MIP measurements for individual

organoids were extracted by supervised segmentation and analysis of image datasets from at least two independent experiments. The

IC50 concentration of CBZ was determined by DR curve analysis in PDACO and OL cultures. Serial two-fold dilutions of CBZ were prepared

to yield final concentrations ranging from 1.2 mM to 77 mM in organoid medium. The DR plates were prepared with the Echo 555 system,

following the same procedure as described above but adapted to the 96-well plate format. Briefly, the DR tests were prepared in 96-well

U-bottom plates (Greiner Bio-One, cat. no. 650162), and 90 mL of pre-warmed organoid medium was added to each well to resuspend the

CBZ at the designed final concentration. Organoid medium samples containing the full DR range of CBZ were transferred to the PDACO

assay plates. The final DMSO concentration in the wells was 0.37% after backfilling and was the same in controls for normalization

purposes. The drug-treatment regimen was delivered as described previously, and individual measurements of organoid MIP areas

were extracted and analyzed after supervised segmentation. The MIP values were normalized to the respective DMSO negative controls

and expressed as fold changes (FCs).
Profiling of drug response and z-score calculation in the primary screening

The average measurements of organoid MIP area per well for each chemotherapeutic or target agent, such as CBZ, in the single-dose drug

screening were normalized to the values for DMSO-treated organoid sets. Normalization was effectuated within each respective PDACO or

OL line, generating a matrix of FC values from each plate. Those morphometric FCs were then normalized and scaled57 by calculating

weighted z-scores. To correct our dataset for the variation introduced by PDACOs with respect to the basal differences in organoid size,

we determined the best transformation operation with which to balance the scales and obtain comparable standard deviations of the means.

We compared the results of centering themeans for the full plate, for the PDACOs (columns), and for the treatment (rows). The last option was

more effective at preserving the differences established from raw FCmeasurements and for reporting the differences in the response to CBZ

in AsPC-1 and 3A5�/� OLs that were used as internal quality controls to assess the ability of the approach to separate and detect validated

responses correctly. The z-scores were calculated using the following formula: = ðx � mÞ=s , where m is the median and s is the median

absolute deviation of the FC values centered for each treatment of interest. All calculations were performed with these values to visualize

differences in drug response between PDACOs and OLs. Cumulative response z-scores were obtained by scaling the median and median

absolute deviation of FC values grouped as chemotherapeutics or PDACO sets.
Screening of chemo–CBZ interaction and calculation of cisplatin–CBZ synergism

A drug–drug interaction or combination screen was included in the primary drug screening plates, using the 14 chemotherapeutics in com-

bination with CBZ across the PDACO and OL panels for a total of 182 unique combinations. The single-dosage concentration for each

chemotherapeutic was the same as that reported for the primary drug testing in 384-well plates, whereas CBZ was applied at a 30 mM

concentration. This dosage was established as being the most effective for discriminating quantitatively between CBZ-responder and

CBZ-resistant PDACO and OL lines. The treatment regimen was delivered as previously described, and individual measurements of orga-

noid MIP areas were extracted and analyzed by supervised segmentation and calculation of FC values relative to the corresponding DMSO

control. Incremental vulnerability to a drug combination, as compared to the drug alone, was calculated as a fraction of the mean of the

organoid MIP values for co-therapy vs monotherapy as FIR = drug+CBZ=drug. The FIR values were log2-transformed to enable discrim-

ination of candidate synergistic drug interactions with CBZ. The cisplatin–CBZ synergism was evaluated by constructing a DR matrix in a

96-well plate. Three-fold increasing concentrations of cisplatin from 0.06 mM to 15 mM and of CBZ from 0.24 mM to 60 mM were combined

to yield a 6 3 6 matrix, and each drug was used alone to generate reference curves for the individual compounds. The treatment regimen,

readout processing, and FIR calculation were performed as described. The calculation and visualization of synergy scores for cisplatin–CBZ

pairs was verified using SynergyFinder 3.0.52 The combination index (CI) for CBZ and cisplatin was calculated according the formula re-

ported previously.58
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Protein extraction from organoids and Western blot analysis

Total protein was extracted from organoids formed in 6–10 domes (1 3 106 viable cells in 200 mL/well) in 6-well plates, in accordance with a

method reportedpreviously.59 After the organoid culturemediumwas removed and the domeswerewashedwith cold PBS, 500 mL of ice-cold

PBS with 5 mM EDTA was added to the wells to reverse the polymerization of the ECM and extract intact organoids. After gentle scraping of

the well bottoms, the contents were transferred to a conical tube and centrifuged at 115 3 g for 1–2 min. After careful aspiration of the su-

pernatant, the organoids collected at the bottom of the tube were lysed in RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no. 89901) containing

protease inhibitors (Roche, cat. no. 11836153001). The protein concentration was measured by BCA protein assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

cat. no. 23227). Our standard procedures for SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting were used, as described previously.27 The following primary

antibodies were used: anti-CYP3A5 (Abcam, cat. no. ab108624; 0.24 mg/mL), anti-p53 (rabbit mAb) (Cell Signaling Technology, cat. no.

#2527; diluted 1:1000), anti–phospho-histone H2A.X Ser139 (rabbit mAb) (Cell Signaling Technology, cat. no. #9718; diluted 1:1000), and

anti–b-actin (Sigma, cat. no. A5441; diluted 1:5000). The protein bands were visualized with an Odyssey infrared imager (LI-COR Biosciences),

and band intensity was analyzed with Image Studio Version 3.1 and FiJI/ImageJ (v.1.50i).
Quantitative proteomics

To obtain the minimum amount (20 mg) of protein required for each condition to be examined, organoids were seeded in 6-well plates and

organoid pellets were obtained as described above. Samples for each time point analyzed (t0, 1 h, 3 h, 9 h, 48 h and 7 days) were prepared

from duplicate plates. Samples for mass spectrometry analysis were prepared according to our optimized protocol.60 To extract proteins, the

organoid pellets were lysed in 200 mL of lysis buffer (8 M urea, 50 mM HEPES, pH 8.5, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, and 13 phosphatase in-

hibitor cocktail PhosSTOP [Roche, cat. no. 4906845001]) at 4�C in a bullet blender for five cycles with 30-s intervals. Protein concentration

was measured by BCA protein assay. Lysates containing 50 mg of protein were sequentially digested with Lys-C (Wako, cat. no. 129-02541;

1:100 w/w) with the addition of 1 mM DTT at 21�C for 3 h. The resulting material was diluted 1:4 with 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.5) containing

1 mM DTT and further digested with trypsin (Promega, cat. no. V5111; 1:50 w/w) overnight at 21�C. The peptides were acidified with 1% tri-

fluoroacetic acid and desalted on a C18 spin column (Harvard Apparatus, cat. no. 74-4107). The desalted peptides were dried with a

SpeedVac, resuspended in 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.5), and labeled with 18-plex TMTpro-18plex reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no.

A52045). Complete labeling was followed by desalting on a Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters, cat. no. WAT054955). The TMT-labeled samples

were fractionated by offline basic pH reverse-phase liquid chromatography. Approximately 200 mg of TMT-labeled peptides was loaded onto

an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (Waters, cat. no. 186004690; 3.0 mm 3 15 cm, 1.7-mmparticle size). Injected peptides were separated on a

2-h 10%–45% gradient (buffer A: 10 mM ammonium formate, pH 8.0; buffer B: 95% acetonitrile, 10 mM ammonium formate, pH 8.0) to yield a

total of 48 concatenated fractions. All fractionswere stored at�80�Cuntil analyzedby liquid chromatographywith tandemmass spectrometry

(LC-MS/MS). For LC-MS/MS analysis, approximately 200 ng of peptides was loaded onto a reverse-phase column (CoAnn Technology, cat.

no. HEB07503001718I-060; 75 mm 3 25 cm, 1.7-mm C18 resin) interfaced with a Q Exactive HF Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, cat. no. IQLAAEGAAPFALGMBFZ).61 Peptides were eluted on a 1-h 10%–35% gradient (buffer A: 0.2% formic acid, 3% DMSO;

buffer B: buffer A plus 67% acetonitrile). The mass spectrometer was operated in data-dependent mode with the following MS1 settings:

resolving power of 60,000, AGC target value of 1 3 106, and maximum ion injection time of 50 ms. For the top 20 MS2 high-resolution scans,

the settings were isolation window of 1.0 m/z with offset of 0.2 m/z, resolving power of 60 3 103, maximum ion injection time of 110 ms, AGC

target value of 1 3 105, HCD, normalized collision energy of 32%, and dynamic exclusion duration of 10 s.
MS data analysis

Acquired MS raw data were processed using the JUMP software suite53 to improve sensitivity and specificity. This combines the advan-

tages of pattern matching with de novo sequencing tags to score putative peptide–spectrum matches (PSMs). Raw data were searched

against the UniProt Human database (downloaded in April 2020). Database search parameters included precursor and product ion mass

tolerance of 15 ppm, fully tryptic restriction, a maximum of two missed cleavages, static mass shift for TMT tags (+304.20714) and

cysteine alkylation (+57.02146), dynamic mass shift for oxidation (+15.99491 on Met), and a maximum of three dynamic modification sites.

The false discovery rate (FDR) was estimated by the target-decoy strategy.62 The resulting PSMs were filtered by a minimum peptide

length of seven residues and a mass accuracy of approximately 3 ppm. They were then grouped by precursor ion charge state, after

which the cutoffs for JUMP-based matching scores were applied to reduce the FDR to approximately 1% for the proteins. To minimize

redundancy, protein identifications from shared peptide sequences were grouped into unique proteins according to the principle of

parsimony.
Differential protein expression and pathway enrichment analysis

The TMT intensities of proteomes (TMT channels) were grouped according to treatment, PDACO, and treatment time and were log2-trans-

formed to calculate the fold change (log2FC), P value, and BH FDR (adjust P value) by using the limma package of R.63 Functional enrichment

analysis of gene ontology (GO) and KEGG pathways was performed with the R packages ClusterProfiler (V4.0)54 and/or Cytoscape v.3.9.1

STRING.55 The p53 node was introducedmanually for in silico prediction of the interaction subnetwork with differentially expressed proteins.

Enrichment map and network analysis was performed with Cytoscape v.3.9.1 STRING.
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CYP3A5 genotyping

Genomic DNA was isolated using High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit protocol (Roche, 11796828001). The region around the rs776746

single nucleotide polymorphism in CYP3A5 gene (Accession number: NG_007938.1) was amplified by PCR using primers: 5’-GGAGAGTGG

CATAGGAGATACCCACG-3’ and 5’-GGGCGGGACAGGATGAAGAGTACATGG-3’. Both primers were standard, desalted oligonucleotides

(ThermoFisher Scientific). Two-hundred nanogram of genomic DNA were amplified in a 50 mL reaction mixture using Phusion High-Fidelity

DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs, cat. no. M0532S) and including 2 mM final concentration of each primer with/without 4% DMSO.

Thermal cycling condition was: 2 min at 98 �C, 35 cycles of 15 s at 98�C, 30 s at 55�C, 2 m at 72�C, and a 10 min final extension at 72�C.
The amplicon was purified using QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 28106), and the PCR fragments were Sanger-sequenced

by the Hartwell Center at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital with the following primers: 5’-GAGATACCCACGTATGTACCAC-3’ and

5’-GATGCTTACCCTTCGATTTGT-3’.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For each experiment, sample size, number of replicates and associated statistical data analyses are indicated in the result section or figure

legends. For comparison betweenmore than two sample groups ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was used

unless otherwise indicated. For comparison between two sample groups, statistical analysis was performed using the Mann–Whitney U test.

Dose–response, regression, and correlation analysis, as well as the above-mentioned statistical tests were performed with GraphPad Prism

(v.9.3.1). All other data were analyzed with dedicated software packages, as indicated in the STAR Methods section. All graphs were gener-

ated using GraphPad Prism (v.9.3.1) unless otherwise indicated.
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